
   Zombie Games

 Last Night on Earth Zombie Game
by FLYING FROG PRODUCTIONS

ISBN: 9780979658501
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $69.50

Last Night on Earth: The Zombie Game is a survival horror board game that pits small-town Heroes head-to-head against a limitless horde of Zombies
(players can play on the Hero team or as the Zombies). A modular board randomly determines the layout of the town at the start of each game and there are
several different scenarios to play, adding lots of replayability. Fast Paced Game Play with Easy To Learn rules allows players to jump right into the action,
while Strategic Depth and Strong Cooperative Play keeps the game interesting. One or two players control the zombies, while the rest control heroes.To
achieve a horror movie feel, all of the art for the game is photographic and the game comes with a CD Soundtrack of original music.

 Munchkin Zombies
by STEVE JACKSON GAMES

ISBN: 837654321010
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Munchkin
Publisher: Steve Jackson Games
Pub. Date: 2011-03-01
Pages: 
Price: $33.50

In a reversal of roles, all players in Munchkin Zombies start out as zombies, and the "monsters" are the normal people trying to stop the zombie invasion
(such as the Action Hero, Soccer Mom, Fireman, etc.). Unlike most Munchkin games, there are no classes or races; instead, you can have a mojo: Atomic
Zombie, Plague Zombie, and Voodoo Zombie. As with Munchkin Bites! and Super Munchkin, Munchkin Zombies includes powers – special abilities that
you can play as you gain levels.

 World War Z
by UNIVERSITY GAMES

ISBN: 794764013672
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 
Price: $33.00

In World War Z: The Game, a strategy game based on the movie and book of the same name, players work together to stop the spread of the zombie
pandemic across the globe. Two to four players begin the game by choosing an ability-granting Role Card and starting in the United States. Players roll a die
to initiate the zombie threat, represented by horde tokens of strengths 1 through 4 placed in zones around the board. Special "grey zones" represent lack of
intel by featuring face-down tokens with zombie hordes of unknown strengths. Throughout the game, players travel to different zones and battle the zombie
hordes in those locations by rolling dice and adding effects of Combat Cards.The game features a die-based combat system. Humans always roll a six-sided
die, while the hordes are represented by either a six-, eight-, ten-, or twelve-sided die depending on their strength. Humans may modify their role or add
additional effects by playing Combat Cards, which consist of reusable Weapons (including Lobos, slang for "Lobotomizers") and one-shot Tactics (like
Booby Traps or Redeployment). Every time a human wins a battle, the zombie horde strength decreases by one level, while victories for zombies cause
players to discard Combat Cards. At the end of each turn, humans draw a Threat Escalation card to reveal how the zombie threat has grown.Though players
start the game working together against the zombies, when a player loses all his Combat cards, he becomes one of the undead. Player-zombies can
manipulate the hordes on the board to attack other humans and to escalate the zombie threat.The game ends after a predetermined number of rounds based on
the number of players (six rounds for four players, seven for three, and eight for two). At the end of the game, if more than ten total zombie hordes of
strength 3 or 4 still remain on the map, the humans lose (and any zombie players win). If ten or fewer such hordes remain, the humans collectively win.
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 Zombie Cribbage

The Classic Parlor Game that Just Won't Die
by FOREST-PRUZAN COLLEC

ISBN: 9781452122113
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 1
Price: $27.95

This absurdly fun mash-up reimagines the most popular table-top game of all time as a creepy zombie march with twisted rules and game components for a
new generation of players, including a custom-illustrated deck of cards. Points earned through card play send zombies lurching down a cobblestone
scoreboard in a race to the finish line.  Zombie Cribbage   resurrects a great card game for all ages in a package that's as handy on-the-go as it is at home.

 Zombie Dice
by STEVE JACKSON GAMES

ISBN: 837654320419
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 2010-05-01
Pages: 
Price: $17.00

Eat brains. Don't get shotgunned.You are a zombie. You want braaains. More brains than any of your zombie buddies.Zombie Dice is fast and easy for any
zombie fan to learn, even non-gamers. The 13 custom dice are your victims. Push your luck to eat their brains, but stop rolling before the shotgun blasts end
your turn!Two or more people can play. Each game takes 10 to 20 minutes, and can be taught in a single round.
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